Accessing VM console from CR, shows error type message for currently not supported, should be an info type message.

Status: Rejected
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Assignee: Kavita Gaikwad
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Difficulty: easy
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Description
Accessing VM console from GCE CR, shows error type message for console is not supported currently, should be an info type message.

Step:
2. Wait for all the VMs to be listed in VMs tab under GCE CR.
3. Click the Console button to access the console in any VM.

Actual Result:
Foreman shows error type message for the console is not supported currently.

Expected Result:
Foreman should show an info type message for not supported.

History
#1 - 06/19/2019 08:38 AM - Jitendra Yejare
- Bugzilla link set to 1721891

#2 - 07/19/2019 11:14 AM - Kavita Gaikwad
- Status changed from New to Rejected

Implemented console action for GCE. No longer exists!
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